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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A group of teachers was asked the question "Why do
people write?"

There was a long pause, and the question

was rephrased:

"What do you write?"

With this, a few tenta

tive responses began with "I write letters," "I make lists for
grocery shopping and things to do," and "I keep a diary."
These triggered further examples:

writing thank-you notes,

invitations, messages, filling out forms, journals and for
pleasure.

When asked "Why do you write in your capacity as

teachers?," the response came quickly:
plans,

" "reports for the principal,"

experience charts"

"to produce lesson
"making out tests and

(Holdzum, Reed and Porter,

1986, p. 3).

These writing tasks answered a number of needs or pur
poses.

Some writing tasks are undertaken for pleasure; some

to communicate information.

Some of the writing activities

served as memory-jogs or ways of organizing apparently un
related information into a coherent whole.

There are, indeed,

many reasons to write.
Writing, the communication of thoughts through the medium
of written language, is a skill.

In order for students to

sharpen this skill, they must have an understanding of the
definition of the writing process and the necessary steps that
1
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are involved in the process.

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to develop a writing proc
ess handbook for secondary English teachers.

Significance of the Study
As a result of helping secondary English students become
more fluent in their writing skills, the writer continually
became aware of the need to emphasize the three basic steps
in the writing process:

prewriting, writing, and editing.

It was essential for the students that this learning process
be surrounded by explicit definitions of the three steps and
by examples of what the writing sample looked like and how it
was done.
This handbook will provide students with exposures to
models of good writing.

It will also provide detailed expla

nations as to how the models were developed.

Finally, this

handbook will be a tool for secondary English teachers to use
as they emphasize to students the need to become skilled
writers.

Procedures
To begin researching, the writer first reviewed liter
ature pertaining to explanations of the writing process.
After examining the Current Index to Journals in Education
(CIJE), the writer decided by title and synopsis which
journal articles to then choose.

After locating some of
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these articles, the writer made copies and organized a folder
of this literature for reference.

Following this, the writer

studied the bibliographies and listed books for a card catalog
search.
The writer selected writing process texts that were named
in the card catalog as well as using writing process texts that
were loaned to her by a Bowling Green State University writing
consultant.

The writer also reviewed some writing process

texts from her personal collection.
helpful included:

The texts that were most

Strategies For Teaching the Composition

Process by Carl Koch and James Brazil; Inside Out by Dan Kirby
and Tom Liner; Research Within Research:

Oral and Written Com

munication by David Holdzum, Linda Reed, Jane Porter and Donald
Rubin; Sequence by Racy Stephens; and The Writer's Way by Jack
Rawlins.
The writer attended classes this past summer and fall
(1987) which were part of a county in-service project that
stressed writing techniques for teachers to use with their
students.

The emphasis was on the steps of the writing process

and the various ways to teach the necessary skills that are
integral to the process.
As a result of the in-service, the writer gained further
knowledge of the writing process and how to incorporate it in
classes.

This knowledge was primarily gathered from the in

structor, the various writing handouts, the outside readings.
and the fellow peers in attendance.
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Limitations and Assumptions
This handbook was designed to be used by secondary English
teachers who feel that writing should be an integral part of
the curriculum.

Summary
The result of this study was a writing process handbook
that was designed for secondary English teachers to use with
students in grades 7-12.

It was intended to be a tool for the

teachers as they guide the students through the prewriting,
writing, and editing steps of the writing process.

It was

also intended to help the teachers communicate to their stud
ents that the more they write, the better writers they will
become.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
According to Lindemann (1982),

"writing is the process

of communication which uses a conventional graphic system to
convey a message to a reader."

According to Holdzum, Reed,

and Porter (1986), it also "requires the writer to call upon
memory and fact, organize thoughts into some logical sequence,
bring to bear upon the task all available knowledge of letters,
sentence structure, grammar, and form in order to communicate."
Holdzum, Reed and Porter (1986) suggested that if used
effectively, writing can be a tool for thinking.

The process

of structuring a paper itself takes the students through sev
eral different levels of cognition.

The brainstorming, eval

uation, and selection of ideas, the formulation of hypotheses
and gathering of information to support the hypotheses, and
the refining of ideas all serve to develop a student's ability
to think logically and critically.

Graves suggested that

writing contributes to intelligence since, as a highly complex
act, it demands a high level of thought (1978).

Birnbaum (1980)

stated, in her study of reading and writing behavior,

"We learn

to use written language because it enlarges our capacity to
shape our experiences into meaning, to represent ourselves
to others in our environment."

Haley-James (1981) maintained

that "insight and discovery are encouraged when students become
5
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involved in and yet in a sense are detached from experience
that they record on paper."

Through seeing personal ideas and

experiences appear on paper, redrafting what is written to make
it more accurate or complete, and receiving reader feedback on
what has been written, a writer expands what is learned from
the original experience.
Rawlins (1987) stated that "the key that separates good
writing from bad is a sense of audience."

He also suggested

that writers who write for the wrong reasons think of writing
as a mechanical act with certain good surface features, and
when they write, they try to make an essay that includes cor
rect spelling, an outlinable structure, a thesis statement,
complex syntax, correct usage, a large vocabulary, supportive
evidence and so on.

That approach, Rawlins (1987) insisted,

"produces essays that sound like experiments."
According to Rawlins (1987):
Writing to affect people instead of to re
create the features of good writing means that the
writer thinks in a different way and asks different
questions.
He thinks in terms of effect, inten
tion and purpose.
The attitude is summed up in
one question:
Does it work?
If a student can ask
such a question of his writing and get a positive
answer, he must be writing to real people with
intentions to do something to them.
According to Kirby and Liner (1981), there are two main
attributes of good writing to which all other qualities are
related.

Good writing is "interesting to read and good writ

ing is written with technical skills."

The following cate
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gory is the Kirby-Liner working criteria for good student wri
ting:
GOOD WRITING IS INTERESTING
1.

VOICE

Makes the reader believe

2.

MOVEMENT

Words building; variety

3.

LIGHT TOUCH

Even-tempered

4.

INFORMATIVE

Has substance; adds to our experience

5.

INVENTIVE

Unique experience; something new

GOOD WRITING IS TECHNICALLY SKILLFUL
6.

SENSE OF AUDIENCE

Makes contact with reader

7.

DETAIL

Concrete; photographic, selective

8.

RHYTHM

Words that sing; sounds effective

9.

FORM

How it looks on the page

MECHANICS

Observe conventions of spelling,
punctuation, usage, enlightened
control

10.

The first and most basic requirement that is made of any
thing that is read is that it interest and/or entertain the
reader.

Good writers create and keep their reader's interest

A reader's interest cannot be sustained for long, however, un
less the writer demonstrates some skill with the techniques
of writing.

According to Kirby and Liner (1981),

"The crafts

manship with which words, sentences, and paragraphs are manip
ulated affect the reader's judgment of a work and either frus
trate him or add to the pleasure."
Boiarsky (1982) stated that "prewriting, the first step
in the writing process, is the essence of writing.

During
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prewriting activities, there are four stages through which a
writer passes:
1)

The writer participates in an event.

2)

The writer gives meaning to the event.

3)

The writer selects an angle for communicating the
event's meaning.

4)

The writer develops an organizational structure based
on the angle to design an effective piece of written
discourse.
(Boiarsky, 1982, p. 44)

Brainstorming is an effective form of prewriting where
the writer jots down a phrase to recall each idea as it occurs
to him.

The purpose of brainstorming is to generate a lot of

material quickly, material that the writer can later sort
through and select from.

Brainstorming can be used at sev

eral points in the writing process; at this point, the writer
is using it to generate a list of potential topics for his
writ ing.
According to Stephens (1986),

"freewriting is a relaxing

form of prewriting where the writer jots down a phrase to re
call each idea as it occurs to him.

The writer expresses what

ever thoughts come to his mind, not worrying about whether the
language or spelling is correct or whether the ideas are any
good."

Freewriting is sometimes a technique for discovering

the connections among a group of ideas.

It can also be used

as a self-discovery technique, a way for the writer to find
out what's on his mind.

9

Koch and Brazil (1978), maintained that "the prewriting
process involves making formal choices."

Prior to actually

writing, writers must decide what form their material is to
take.

The topic and the audience will help determine choice

of form.

Yet, it is important for the writer to know that any

topic can be written about in many ways— narration, analysis,
comparison, description, persuasion, or opinion--depending on
the writer's purpose for writing.

Does the writer wish to per

suade, to entertain, to describe?

Having made this choice, the

writer must then choose appropriate materials; if, for example,
the writer wishes to write an opinion essay, he or she must
choose examples, reasons or facts.

Once the topic, audience,

and form are chosen, only one part of the prewriting process
is left;

selecting a method of organization.

Most writers find that there does come a time when they
shift from gathering data to trying to express the whole.

It

is at this point that the writer begins the drafting (or writ
ing) process, the second step of the writing experience.

This

is the process where the writer clusters, sequences, and con
nects all the bits together.

At the very start of this proc

ess, a writer must use language to anticipate and guide the
reader.
As the writer works his way through the first draft, he
should be moving toward answers to four major questions:
What's the thesis?

What's the purpose?

What tone will be used?

(Rawlins,

Who is the audience?

1987, p. 83)

While moving

toward answers to these questions, the writer must be making
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a conscious attempt to organize his writing.

Rawlins (1987)

suggested that there are four basic acts in organizing a piece
of writing:

1) Finding the grand design (seeing the shape of

the writing as a whole); 2) Clustering (putting all the bits
that belong together in groups); 3) Sequencing (putting one
cluster after another); 4) Connecting (leading the reader from
one cluster to the next).

According to Lindemann (1982), this

"ability to connect thoughts during the writing process is
important because language is indispensable to society."
Once the writer has clustered and sequenced, he is not
finished.

He needs to provide transition, or momentum, which

comes between the items in the sequence.

Transitional writing,

which connects the pieces together so the reader can read
through them, is more than just putting the bits together end
to end.

It requires the writer to see how the pieces relate

to each other.

Rawlins (1987) stated that "it also requires

what grammarians call 'imbedding':

putting pieces inside other

pieces."
The writer can use two tests in order to determine if his
writing is transition-rich.

First, how does he write?

Does

he write through his sentences, with a sense that he is carry
ing the reader on to the next one?
probably read with momentum too.
read his writing out loud.

If so, his writing will
Second, the writer should

According to Rawlins (1987),

"if

he can read it well, without having to get up a new burst of
energy after the periods, the writing is probably transitionrich .
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Kirby and Liner (1981) described the third step of the
writing process as "the editing (or revising) process which
takes place after there is a completed draft and the writer
rereads the whole piece, making conscious choices about the
impact on a specific audience."

The revision process is real

ly three different but closely related activities:

in-process

ing revision, editing, and proofreading.
According to Kirby and Liner (1981),

"in-process re

vision takes place as the writing is going on, and it is one
of the things that makes writing a complicated task."

As the

writer goes along, he asks himself questions like--Is

this

what I really want to say?--and he makes adjustments to try to
get closer to his intended purpose.

He adds words and phrases

and sometimes sentences; he crosses out things and changes
things.

He listens to the voice of the writing and makes ad

justments so it will sound right.
revision skills grow with practice.

The writer's in-process
As the writer reaches ma 

turity, he probably interrupts the writing more and more and
spends more time as a reader and in-process reviser than he
actually spends writing.
Editing usually takes place after there is a completed
draft of the paper.
(1981),

This is when, according to Kirby and Liner

"the writer rereads the whole piece and makes conscious

choices about the impact on a specific audience."

When the

writer revises in-process, he tries to say it to suit himself.
In editing, he tries to say it to affect someone else reading
it.

The writer may take the piece through several drafts be-
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fore being satisfied that its effect is just what he wants.
Proofreading normally takes place simultaneously with
editing.

It's the job of cleaning up the paper, eliminating

surface errors.

Kirby and Liner (1981) maintained that it's

the least important activity of revision until the final stages
of the paper.

They stated that "most writing teachers have

taught only this kind of revision, leaving their students with
the impresssion that learning to be a good writer is learning
to avoid or correct errors.

It's a narrow and narrow-minded

approach to teaching writing, and alone it produces properly
correct and uniformly unreadable prose."
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In summarizing the three steps of the writing process,
Koch and Brazil (1978) offer information on the stages of the
composition process:
STAGES OF THE COMPOSITION PROCESS
Prewriting
1.

Experiencing - Our response to someone or something leading
to a desire to communicate, e.g., wanting
to write a letter to the editor after read
ing an editorial with which one disagrees.

2.

Discovering -

3.

Making Formal Choices - Selecting a form for the e s s a y narrative, opinion, description, etc. -and a form of organization.

Identifying a topic and an audience (often
what moves one to write is an audience).

Writing
4.

Forming - Arranging essay materials in line with choices
in step three, e.g., in a narrative, writing in
chronological order; or, in an opinion essay,
writing a clear thesis statement to begin the
essay.

5.

Making Language Choices - Selecting language appropriate
to one's purpose and audience, e.g., deciding
between formal or informal wording, selecting
adjectives, etc.

6.

Languaging - The process of carrying out the language
choices, e.g., if one is writing a formal analy
sis, using language that is factual and exact.
Postwriting

7.

Criticizing - Evaluation of the essay to determine if it
reflects the choices made earlier in the compos
ition process, e.g., Does my opinion essay have
a clear thesis statement?
Did I describe my
examples well enough? Will my audience under
stand the words I used?
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Teachers have several concerns for students during the
writing process.

To begin with, Vavra (1987) suggested that

they are concerned with the reality that "students are not able
to see the importance for correct grammar in their writing."
Vavra also suggested that teachers can change this if they re
consider the way they teach grammar and if it's integrated with
instruction in reading and writing.
noted,

As David Bartholomae (1987)

"Studying their own writing puts students in a position

to see themselves as language users, rather than as victims of
a language that uses them."

Such instruction, according to

Vavra, need not consume a lot of time, but it would have to be
sequenced.
An integrated approach to the teaching of mechanics focus
es on literature and writing but incorporates the study of mech
anics.

According to Lyons (1987), the premise is "that stud

ents are usually interested in discussing literature and writ
ing, especially their own or that of their classmates, and that
mechanics may be learned as a by-product of 'real* reading and
writing activities."

Integrating mechanics' study leaves more

time for the study of complete works of literature and for
peer critiquing of writing.

Lyons (1987) maintained that

students caught up in the ideas and meaning of literature and
student papers develop and sustain an enthusiasm for language
that "nurtures the precise use of mechanics."
Another major concern of teachers is that students devel
op positive self-esteems toward their writing.

This was one

of the issues that was addressed by Freedman (1987 ) in a na
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tional survey that she conducted with successful teachers.
Her goal in conducting the survey was to be able to answer
the following questions:
1) What do some of the most successful teachers of writing
in the nation emphasize when they teach writing; more partic
ularly, how do they arrange response to their students' writ
ing?
2) At the secondary level, how do the students of these
teachers understand the instruction they are receiving?
The results of the surveys revealed the following inform
ation:

A) Teachers should resond positively

ically) to students' writing.

( not just crit

B) Teachers shouldn't litter

student writing with red ink since this approach discourages
and overwhelms the students; instead, write comments selective
ly.

C) Teacher response should be aimed at helping students

revise, not just at justifying a grade.

D) Teachers should

not use writing for testing students or for having students
practice form and mechanics; rather, without ignoring mechan
ics and form, the students should write primarily so that they
will learn to think for themselves and to connect their learn
ing to their own experiences.
These successful teachers of writing saw the writers in
their classrooms as critical thinkers who were writing to in
tegrate what they were learning in school with their personal
experiences.

And one key to how students' ownership of their

writing was promoted likely involved how writing was valued
in the community of the classroom (Freedman,

1987, p. 36).
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Koch and Brazil (1978) stated that for the greater part
of their lives,

"linguistically insecure students have learned

how poorly they write, how little they know about writing,
and what pure drudgery a writing assignment can be,"

The al

most automatic response--"I don't know what to write"--is a
defense mechanism.

Koch and Brazil maintained that combating

and alleviating this fear of writing should be primary goals of
the writing teacher regardless of the grade level he or she
teaches.

Koch and Brazil (1978) stated that in helping stud

ents to lessen their writing fears, the teacher was creating
a "comfort zone" for his or her students,

"an environment that

reduced threat, alleviated fear, and motivated students to be
come willing, even enthusiastic, participants in their own
writ ing."
Although no formulas or cure-alls exist for reducing fear,
establishing a learning environment, and motivating students,
there are ways to help those students who feel that they have
nothing interesting to say.

According to a report issued by

the Illinois Association of Teachers of English (1985), students
will discover that they do, in fact, have a lot to say when
teachers encourage them to write from their own experience and
knowledge.

Otten and Stelmach (1988) suggested that "students

often will not respond well to boring and cliched writing as
signments."
events .

They would, however, respond very strongly to

In appropriate situations (such as momentous natural

events, great national moments, thrilling school victories, and
important personal situations), a suggestion from a teacher at
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the opportune moment could have produced a good piece of writ
ing or even have uncovered a good piece of writing already be
gun, offering pleasing results for both teacher and studentwriter .
Finally, teachers had an ongoing worry that students
would not learn to write well unless they were continually ex
posed to models of good writing.

Rawlins (1987) suggested

that this is a justified concern because "students need con
stant exposure to models--examples of good writing."

Rawlins

(1987) offered the following discussion:
If a teacher is having students write a
term paper, he or she should show the stu
dents a few.
If they're going to write
essays, the teacher should share some good
examples of essays.
Students can learn
quickly from the modeling procedure.
They
can catch on to how term papers should
sound by reading them.
If they haven't
read examples, they can't guess how they
are written.
Kirby and Liner (1981) maintained that "no matter how
good the activity or how clever the assignment, teachers
teach students more about writing by modeling the behaviors
of a writer than by anything else they do.

Their basic role

as teachers of writing is to write with their students."
Summary
So often, students think of writing as a talent, an abil
ity that only a chosen few possess.

Students need to realize

that writing is more accurately labeled a skill.

They need to

understand that each of us has many skills that we have acquir
ed.

Now all those skills such as learning to walk, tying our
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shoes and riding a bike seem easy because we have been using
them for so many years.

Just as all these skills can be learn

ed by anyone who decides to learn them, so writing can be
learned by anyone who decides that he or she wishes to learn
how to write.

As students practice and learn, both through

instruction about writing and through their own efforts, the
writing process will become easier.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
THE WRITING PROCESS HANDBOOK

This writing handbook is designed for teachers to use
with students in grades 7-12.

Its basic principle is that

students learn best by doing the whole thing to be learned
and doing if often.

This learning process should be surround

ed by examples of what the writing sample looks like and how
it's done.

The process should also take place in context

where the writing offers the student immediate, personal re
wards .
The basis of this handbook is structured around these
three steps of the writing process:
I.

The Prewriting Process

II. The Writing (or Drafting) Process
III. The Editing Process
The following statements are important principles of the
writing process which teachers and students need to be aware
of continually:
1.

Writing must be a part of our daily lives; we can't
write just once a week or when an assignment is due.

2.

We need constant exposure to models - examples of good
writ ing.

3.

We need positive feedback.
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(Rawlins,

1987, p.5)
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ASSIGNMENTS:
1.

Write your writing autobiography, describing your life's
experiences with writing.
You might start by asking your
self questions like the following:
If you like writing, where did you learn to?
like it, where did you learn not to?

If you don't

What type of feedback have you received on your writing;
did it help or hurt?
Have you always had your writing red-penciled?
Have you
always been graded? How much did each help or hurt?
How often have you been shown how writing is done?
What do you already know about writing? What don't
you know about writing?
Identify your strengths and
weaknesses as a writer.
Describe your background as a writer.
What kinds of writ
ing were you most frequently asked to do in school--essays,
journals, research papers, fiction?
Describe what steps you follow during a typical writing
project.
How do you get started?
Are you in the habit of
writing rough drafts or do you make only one attempt?
Do
you spend much time planning what you are going to say and
how to organize it? Have you ever suffered from "writer's
block," and if so how do you overcome it?
Describe your attitude toward writing.
♦Students might want to make a copy of their papers before
they give them to their teachers.
At the end of the course
they can reread their thoughts and reevaluate their roles
as writers.
(Rawlins, 1987, p. 21)
I was once fortunate enough to hear Pat Olson, a highly dynamic
educator/lecturer from Minnesota, speak on the dangers of
assumptive teaching.
I remember feeling pangs of guilt as she
repeatedly said, "Teachers, we cannot assume that kids know
how to do the assignment.
We must model for them whatever it
is that we expect them to do."
When I returned to school the next day, I moved the overhead
projector into my room on a permanent basis.
Since then, I
have modeled every type of writing assignment that I expect my
students to produce.
As a result of this modeling process, the
clamor of "But I don't know what you mean by this assignment"
is heard less and less.
Instead, students are more likely to
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say,

"Oh, so that's what you meant."

In order for students to know what good writing is, they need
to know what good writing isn't.
Regardless of the writing
exercise or assignment, I try to provide a good example and
a poor example of the type of writing that we're discussing
that particular day.
In time, this helps students realize
that there are things the 'good' essays contain.
Some of
these necessary things include overall organization, thesis,
transition between ideas and paragraphs, examples, effective
introduction and conclusion, clear language, good mechanics,
etc.
One of the keys that separates good writing from bad is a sense
of audience.
Students need to realize that writing to real
audiences involves writing like a real person.
To illustrate
this point, I put the following story on the overhead:
A teacher once asked his students to write dialogues.
He
talked with one student and suggested that if she had the
speakers say less than the whole truth, the scene might get
more interesting because the reader would have to look behind
the words.
The writer replied,
dialogue interesting."

"But you didn't say we had to make the
(Rawlins,

1987, p. 27)

ASSIGNMENTS:
1.

Encyclopedias are full of audienceless writing because they
have to be available to all audiences.
Make a list of four
things that you know something about.
Pick one and look
it up in an encyclopedia.
Then describe two audiences that
could use the information.
Then write an introduction on
the topic that will capture the attention of one of the
audiences.
Write to entertain.
Finally, compare your
writing to the encyclopedia entry, and write a brief anal
ysis explaining what features in your writing will make it
more appealing to your audiences.

2.

Write a parody of a school essay on one of the following
topics.
Exaggerate all the features used by someone writ
ing mechanically for a grade:
Friendship
Freedom
Wealth
Now write an entertaining essay on the same issue, based on
personal experience and written in your own language.
Try
addressing it to your classmates.
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3.

Write an essay you'd most like to read or you think your
classmates would most like to read.
These suggestions
might get you started:
The most embarrassing thing that ever happened to you
The worst restaurant you've ever been in
The wierdest person you've ever known
The music you hate the most

(Rawlins,

1987, p. 36)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
I.

Prewrit ing
Many writing experts agree that students shouldn't begin
their essays with a topic.
This makes good sense because
essays rarely begin with subject matter alone.
Instead,
students need to practice thinking about things in several
different ways.
Some good thinking techniques (which some
authors call 'prompts') include beginning with:
A question
A problem
A purpose
A thesis
A feeling
A sensation or image
Once a student has found a prompt, the next problem is
knowing how to get beyond it . This is when the student
asks, "Okay, I've got my idea but how do I get started?"
Volume is one of the best writing strategies students can
focus on during the beginning phases of the writing process
The more material the student ends up with, the better the
strategy.
What does a teacher say then, when the student
asks, "But how do I write a lot of things down?"
In The Writer's W a y , Jack Rawlins (1987 ) suggests these
seven techniques:
1.

Reading reactively

If you're not reacting to what you're reading,
stop.
Go back and try reading it again.
If the reading
is doing no more than driving out your own thoughts and
purposes and replacing them with someone else's, it's hurt
ing you.
Even if you're reading up on a subject you know
nothing about, a large portion of what's passing through
your mind should be your own:
questions you'd like to find
answers to or doubts about what you've just read.
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2.

Brainstorming

Brainstorming is different from the conversations we
have with people every day because i t 's done as quickly as
possible; it is unstructured--you try to jot down single words
and phrases as well as sentences or whole thoughts, and you
take whatever comes, however fragmented or irrelevant it seems.
To brainstorm well, the student must have absolute confi
dence that no one will say, "What a stupid thing to write down."
3.

Note-taking

Note-taking goes best when y o u ’re busy doing some
thing else.
Don't set aside a time for it; instead, take notes
while you read, listen, brainstorm, watch TV, write the first
draft, etc.
Don't try to be neat or edit during the note-taking proc
ess.
Nor should you cross anything out or throw a note away.
If you aren't pleased with a note you've just written, write
that reaction down as another note.
Finally, don't try to
write paragraphs.
Write sentences, and if that's constricting,
write phrases or words (or draw pictures).
4.

Mapping

Although you can map to find a prompt, you usually map
after the prompt has been found.
To make a map, begin with a
stimulus (or kernel).
It may be the prompt itself or anything
related to the prompt.
Write it in the center of the page and
circle it.
Now begin brainstorming or free associating, making con
nections between the kernel and other thoughts.
Let the other
bits be whatever they are--words, sensations, questions.
Write
each bit down as it comes.
If it doesn't seem related to any
other bit, write it anywhere and circle it; but you'll find
that the first bits lead to other bits, and you want to hold
onto that sense of connection.
When a bit seems related to
another one, write it by that bit, circle it, and draw a line
between the two.
Try to connect everything in the map to some
thing else in the map.
When you map, watch for two danger signals, both of which
are clues to too much self-control.
The first clue is trains-strings of bubbles in a series, like this:
(Jubtopic^)

*

(^Subtopic}
(^SubtopicT)
*

opic

Subtopic

(Subtopic^)--- ^Subtopic^)
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The second is monochromatic bits:
bits that are all nouns,
or all verbs, or all any one thing.
(Rawlins maintains that
they'll almost always be nouns.)
Map in 360 degrees, with a
lot of branches and forks; write bits that are adjectives, im
ages, letters, pictures, phrases, whatever.
When you feel like you've finished, review the map, pick a
place to start, and write a quick, loose draft of whatever
the map has suggested to you.
*Don't feel you must use every
thing in the map in the essay.
What follows is an example of a student's map and the resulting

Letting go of one's children happens inch by inch over
the years so that when it finally happens, that last quarter
inch is not hard.
Letting go of anger is a giant rebounding
from the intensity of my anger, lifting me up with the air,
weightless, rocking me softly as feathers sprung loose, rush
ing me along like blossoms in the spring wind, dropping me as
gently as snowflakes falling.
Letting go of past dreams and
hopes requires more effort, but I can do it, and once I've
taken that icy plunge, there's nothing like the invigoration
of it, and nothing like pushing off from shore into the deeper
waters, slowly rolling over on one's back and getting that
sun-slanted view of mountains and arching sky.
But letting go
of pain is a mirror image of me.
I look at pain, and I see me
at three years old, sitting in a closet, hunched with knees
drawn up, scowling, brows furrowed into an angry slash across
the face. When I feel pain, I turn to hold and comfort that
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child.
But she is voracious, comfortless, and all my holding
on does no good.
She is the warm in the center of my universe.
(From Gabriele Rico's Writing the
Natural W a y )
Another student, an expert on the Los Angeles Dodgers, found
enough material in that one subject for seven essays.
His
mapping looked like this:

rc lie - f p t ic h e r r

ylo.r-l'e ry

Tbij

y e 'a . t i

_______

-k

7>o<dgeb

laf-t ffqr-'r

p 1<ay ers- ' 5 a l a r i c r

"trader
otd'-f-i'eld

J/>
ye«J £T?\

Once he had done his mapping, he could look at each of the subtopics and decide which of them would be limited enough for
his essay.
(Stephens, 1986, p. 51)
The next three writing suggestions ask more of the student
than the first two because they require him/her to write
sequential sentences.
5.

Letter Writing

Most of us write well when we write letters because
we're writing as ourselves to a real audience that we feci we
can talk to comfortably.
Write about the events of the day or, discuss your assignment in the letter:
"I've been thinking
about this thing for an essay I have to write.
It's about..."
6.

Discovery Drafts

A discovery draft is a first draft that's purely ex
ploratory, in which you just keep saying things and see where
they lead you.
By the time you've finished, you've written
yourself to a sense of what you're going to do.
In a discovery draft, you arc doing what Ken Macrorie
calls 'free writing'--brainstorming in running sentences.
In its most extreme form, you write for a predetermined period
of time and keep writing sentences no matter what happens.
7.

Journals
Journa.ls are written expressions of things that matter
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to you.
They are used for writing practice and for private
writings.
In journals, you write because you want to, for
your own reasons.
Quite often, you might realize that you
didn't know how you felt about a particular idea until you
put the thought into words.
A journal is also uncriticized
and ungraded so it's a comfortable place to be yourself.
(Rawlins, 1987, p. 63).
Dialogue journals are an interesting variation whereby the
teacher and students exchange written thoughts on a consistent
basis.
I usually require that students write a minimum of three joural
entries per week.
Only one of the entries must be a response
to an assigned topic.
Otherwise, they are free to write about
anything of their choice.
I collect their journals three times
during each nine-week grading period and make it a point to
respond at length to their entries.
(I usually write my com
ments on a separate slip of paper in case some students would
rather that there be no one else's writing in their journals.)
*See the list of journal topics at the back of the handbook.
ASSIGNMENTS;
1. Have a fellow classmate interview you for a designated
period of time; then you and your interviewer find as many essay
prompts as you can in what the interview turned up. Write an
essay based upon one of these prompts.
2. Make a map beginning with any of the following kernels
(or you choose your own kernels):
a.

Words: school; church; restaurant; lost; crucify;
desperation; satisfaction; loneliness, peer pres
sure; tunnel vision; empathy

b.

Images: a photograph from a magazine or newspaper;
an ad on t.v.; a smile; a tear; a handshake

c.

People, places and events; your closest friend,
someone you can't figure out; a special grand
parent ; a room you remember from your p a s t ; your
first date; an influential person in your life

3. Write a review of a restaurant, store or movie that
you really hated or some event that made you extremely mad.
4.
ments :

Write some journal entries that reflect these state
If only I could do it over again.

. .

I deserved it, but it still didn't lessen the pain any...
Things I used to feel strongly about but have now
changed my mind on ...
The 'me' everybody sees
The

...

'me' nobody knows ...

(Rawlins,

1987, p. 65)
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II.

Writing
As you write your way through the first draft, you should
be moving toward answers to four major questions, accord
ing to Rawlins:
What is your thesis?
What is your purpose?
Who is your audience?
What tone are you using?
Your thesis is the idea that you want to communicate--the
topic sentence, the point, the one thing you have to say.
If you boiled the essay down to a one-sentence summary,
that summary would be your thesis.
To find out if you
have a thesis, ask yourself what you are actually saying
and see if you get an answer.
Your thesis needs to be in sentence form. It cannot be in
the form of a question.
Most likely it will be the response
to a question, not the question itself.
Most writers suggest that the thesis goes at the end of
the first paragraph or introduction.
Other writers can't
answer that question until they think through purpose and
audience (Rawlins. 1987. d . 83).
EXAMPLES OF A THESIS
SUBJECT:
What I've learned from
working in a bank

THESIS:
Working in a bank has
taught me how to handle
unpleasant types of people.

QUESTION:

THESIS:

What is the biggest problem
faced by young married
couples?

The biggest problem faced
by young married couples
is lack of money.

QUESTION:

THESIS:

Who should go to college?

Only people who have set
a clear personal goal for
themselves should go to
college.

VAGUE THESIS:

CLEAR THESIS:

M r . Sherman is a good
teacher.

Mr. Sherman is a good teach
er because he always
answers questions.
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VAGUE THESIS;

CLEAR THESIS:

My mother is a wonderful
person.

My mother faced and over
came many problems as a
single parent.

UNWORKABLE THESIS:

WORKABLE THESIS:

The energy shortage is hurt
ing all the nations
of the world.
(Too broad)

The energy shortage is
hurting public trans
portation systems in
large cities like New York.

UNWORKABLE THESIS:

WORKABLE THESIS :

Because of the energy crisis,
we've started to turn off
lights at home. (Too narrow)

This energy shortage has
created many changes in
my family's lifestyle.
(Stephens, 1986, p. 148)

*One point that needs to be stated clearly is that the thesis
is not necessarily a statement that appears in your essay; in
stead, it is an internal guide that you use as you shape your
writing.
As you write, you keep your thesis in mind and you
make decisions about what you want to include in your essay
by asking yourself whether a certain fact or idea will help
you convey your thesis to your readers.
ASSIGNMENTS;
Label the following thesis statements.
W - workable

B - too broad

N - too narrow

1.

My mother is a claims adjuster for an insruance company.

2.

Left-handed people are discriminated against.

3.

Teenagers today face a lot of problems.

4.

The Chevette is a better car than the Rabbit.

5.

One out of every three marriages ends in divorce.

6.

Woody Allen movies are bound to become American classics.

7.

Foreign manufacturers make better products than American
manufacturers.

8.

My sister frowns when she's upset.

9.

If you want to play football without getting hurt, you need
the proper equipment.

10.

The parking lot holds 2,496 cars.

REWRITE THE STATEMENTS THAT ARE EITHER TOO NARROW OR TOO BROAD.
(Stephens, 1986, p. 152)
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ASSIGNMENTS;
Label the following T if they are thesis statements or X if
they aren't thesis statements.
1.

____ School integration in Detroit in the 1970s

2.

____ The energy crisis makes people feel imprisoned.

3.

____ Girls in elementary school should have as much phys
ical education training as boys.

4.

____ Should Jacobson be elected mayor?

5.

____ Stick-shift cars are more energy-efficient.

6.

____ Every home needs a system for records management.

7.

____ How to take good color slides

8.
9.
10.

Florida is a better place for a vacation than Mexico.
____ Why should every parent study child psychology?
____ The selling of dope to grammar school children

TAKE ANY OF THE ABOVE THAT YOU LABELED X AND REWRITE THEM,
MAKING THEM INTO THESIS STATEMENTS.

Label the following thesis statements C if they're clear or V
if they're vague.
1.

____ Dancing is a lot of fun.

2.

____ Jogging is a unique way to get to know your neighbor
hood .

3.

____ Unionization in hospitals has improved the working
conditions for nurses.

4.

____ Football is a good game.

5.

____ The United States should normalize its relations with
Cuba.

6.

____ Lecture classes with 150 to 200 students in them are
bad.

7.

____ It's important to get a good education.

8.

____ Being overweight is unhealthy.

9.

____ The amount of violence on television today is amazing.

10.

Country and western music is appealing because so many
of its songs tell short stories.

NOW TAKE ANY OF THE ABOVE STATEMENTS THAT YOU LABELED V AND
REWRITE THEM SO THAT THEY ARE CLEAR AND PRECISE.
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By establishing a purpose, you are actually forming an
attitude toward your topic, and that is the key to writing a
good thesis statement.
Asking yourself certain questions will
help you narrow down your topic and form an attitude:
"How
do I feel about the topic?" What do I want to say about the
topic?"
In other words,
TOPIC + ATTITUDE = CONTROLLING IDEA
CONTROLLING IDEA = THESIS STATEMENT
For example:
Topic
Narrowed Topic
Attitude
Thesis Statement

public speaking
fear of public speaking
no need to fear public speaking
I dreaded the last day of speech class,
but what happened during my impromptu
speech taught me an invaluable lesson:
I will never again let an audience in
timidate me.

(Donald, Morrow, Wargetz and Werner,
1984, p. 6)
* A thesis statement, then, is just a clearly worded sentence
(or two) in which you express your subject and attitude.

The surer and stronger your purpose is, the easier it is
to write.
Most of the purposes we think of first are unhelp
ful ones:
to get the assignment done, to get a good grade,
to write a good essay, to convince the audience of your thesis.
The problem with these is that they don't tell you what to do.
As a writer, you are constantly faced with decisions:
How
should I say this?
Should I put this piece of information in
or not? Where does this particular piece go? What tone should
I use? Writing "to get a good grade" or "to get the assignment
done" gives you no answers to such questions.
Rawlins (1987)
maintains that even writing to learn about a subject isn't a
good purpose because it won't help you answer two major quest
ions:
"What do I keep and what do I throw away?" and How do
I sequence my data?" The better a purpose is, the more it an
swers a writer's questions.
Write to a specific audien c e . A purpose is always an in
tent to do something to someone, and you must be as clear about
whom you're doing it to as about what you're doing.
Also, the
narrower your audience is, the easier it is to write.
Purpose and audience tell you how to write.
They tell
you what to say, how to say it, how to structure and where to
begin.
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Asking yourself specific questions such as the following
should help you become aware of your audience:
1.

Am I addressing a general audience or a specific one?

2.

What is the educational background of my readers?

3.

Do they have specific needs?

4.

Do they have specific interests?

5.

Do they fall into any categories which might affect
their perspective?
a.

Are they all engaged in a similar occupation?

b.

Have they all shared a similar experience?

6.

Do they have any specific viewpoints about the topic?

7.

How might their age, sex, and nationality affect their
responses to my argument or to the way I have worded
my argument?

8.

Am I talking down to my audience, or have I maintained
a tone toward my readers that is one of respect?
(Donald, Morrow, Wargetz and Werner,
pg. 6 )

1984,

Tone is the emotional mood of the writing and is described by
the adjectives we use to describe people's moods or personal
ities.
It is determined by purpose. What are you trying to
do? What tone will further that cause?
If, for example, you're
trying to instill anger in the reader, objectivity is the last
tone you want.
The more tones you have at your command, the better; writ
ing everything in the same tone is obviously impractical and
ineffective.
Writing in one tone all the time is also boring
(Rawlins, 1987, p. 92).
ASSIGNMEN T S :
1.
Imagine writing a letter to your bank telling them
they've fouled up your checking account again.
Write, four
separate letters using these different tones:
sarcasm, symp
athy, anger and irony.
2. Pick a subject you know something about.
List three
audiences who might be interested in hearing about that subject.
After each audience, define a purpose and thesis for an essay
on the subject you might write to them specifically.
For ex
ample, if you've worked at a fast-food restaurant, your list
of audiences might look like this:
Young people wanting a job at the same restaurant
People who think fast food is unhealthy
Regular customers
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For the first audience, your purpose might be to discourage
them from working there and your thesis might be, "Work some
where else:
at a fast-food restaurant the hours are long, the
pay is low, and the prospects aren't good."
3. Write an evaluation of your school.
each of the following audiences:

Write it once for

a.

Write a letter to your friend using any tone you
desire.

b.

Write an evaluation that would be given to new
students coming into the school.

CLUSTERING
You start putting bits together in groups as soon as you
start prewriting.
Many writers call this clustering. Soon
you begin to see categories within categories.
The hardest
part about clustering is that bits keep falling into several
categories at once.
When you encounter such a problem, acknow
ledge it and put the bit somewhere. Remain open then to moving
it at a later point if you find a place where it would better
fit.
Rawlins (1987) maintains that "mapping is the best cluster
ing tool."
To map after completing a draft, write your sense
of the essay's core or thesis in the center of a page and con
nect major topics or issues to it as spokes radiating out from
i t.
Take every piece of the essay--every argument, insight,
fact, quote, whatever--and attach it to the map.
Work on as
many levels as you can.
Most students will find this mapping technique to be
much more comfortable and flexible than outlining.
One advan
tage of mapping is that you can map in all 360 degrees of a
circle, and you can connect anything on the page to anything
else on the page with a line, so you can categorize much more
flexibly than with an outline.
Second, a map has no starting
and ending points and no sequence--there's no order to the spokes
of a wheel— so mapping forces you to rethink sequence.
Third,
a map has a center, so it gives you practice in unifying and
locating your thesis.
When you've finished clustering, the next step is to go
through the bits to see what wasn't used.
Deciding what to do
with each ill-fitting bit is how you "debug the structure"
according to Rawlins.
If you can't decide whether to throw some
thing away or keep it, check to see that you're still sure of
your purpose.
If the bit is important but seems to have no
where to go, perhaps you need to make a new category.
If you
can't decide which of two categories it belongs in, perhaps
the two categories are really parts of a bigger category.
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Don't try to keep everything.
If you've prewritten and
written the first draft well, you should have many more bits
than you'll end up using.
SEQUENCING
Once you get things in groups, you must put one group in
front of another.
You do this by looking at the clusters and
trying them out in various sequences.
Sequencing questions don't always have absolute answers,
but you find answers by asking the same question over and over:
How does it read? What will the reader want to know first?
What will the reader logically want to know next?
CONNECTING
Once you've clustered and sequenced, you need to connect
your writing.
This important structural feature is called
transit ion. It comes between the items in your sequence.
Transitional writing connects the pieces together so that
we read through them as a unit.
It requires you to see how
the pieces relate to each other.
It requires what grammarians
call imbedding: putting pieces inside other pieces.
One good way to know if your writing is transition-rich
is to read your writing out loud.
If the paper doesn't read
smoothly, you need more transition (or connectors).
This is
achieved by using connectors, the words and punctuation marks
that signal strong, specific relationships between clauses.
Some very useful connectors are included on the next two pages.
According to Rawlins, if you ask yourself the following
four questions and can answer them, your writing will be tran
sition-rich, at least on the paragraph level.
Like what, for instance?
So what?
Why?

(Give examples)

(Have a purpose)

(Give supportive arguments and reasons)

What does that mean?

(Explain)

If you want to practice by exaggerating your transitions,
telegraph them with lots of connectors:
nevertheless, because,
semicolons.
Stuff your writing with them.
But don't do it
forever.
Transition is a quiet thing, best left understated.
As your structure becomes stronger, you'll find you need all
signposting less and less.
(Rawlins,

1987, p p . 121-122)
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USEFUL TRANSITIONS AND LINKING EXPRESSIONS
Transitions which can be used to show location;
above
across
against
along
alongside
amid
among
around
away from
back of

behind
below
beneath
beside
between
beyond
by
down
in front of
inside

into
near
off
onto
on top of
outside
over
throughout
to the right
under

Transitions which can be used to show time
about
after
at
before
during
first
second
third

soon
later
afterward
immediately
f inally
then
next
when

prior to
till
until
meanwhile
today
tomorrow
yesterday
next week

Transitions which can be used to compare two things:
in the same way
also

like
likewise

as
similarly

Transitions which can be used to contrast things:
but
however
even so
yet
in the meantime

nevertheless
on the other hand
still
on the contrary
although

even though
conversely
otherwise
counter to
as opposed

Transitions which can be used to emphasize a point:
again
to repeat
indeed

for this reason
in fact
truly

to emphasize

Transitions which can be used to clarify:
that is
in other words

put another way
stated differently

to clarify
for instance

(continued on the next page)
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Transitions which can be used to conclude or summar ize:
as a result
f inally
in conclusion
consequently

thus
therefore
accordingly
due to

in summary
in short
to sum up
all in all

Transitions which can be used to add information:
again
also
additionally
in addition
another
and
besides

equally important
for example
for instance
furthermore
likewise
moreover
further

furthermore
next
finally
as well
together with
along with

(Sebranek,

>

1984, p. 6)
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Many students are especially troubled by writing introduc
tions and conclusions.
Their typical comments include:
"I
know what I want to say but I don't know how to get it started"
or "I don't see why it's such a big deal to have a conclusion
anyhow."
According to Rawlins (1987), "there are four time-tested
openers."
Modeling these for students will help them to feel
much more comfortable about their tasks.
Far too often, we
teachers assume that they know what goes into an introduction
or conclusion.
1.

The thesis statement
You declare up front (usually at the end of the first
paragraph), the heart of what you have to say.
Many
writers like this strategy because they can grasp
its purpose easily.

2.

The question
A question opener declares the paper's task in a bold
way.
You end your opening paragraph or passage with
a question; the buildup to the question explains why
it needs to be asked and answered, and the rest of
the essay works out the answer.
This turns the
structure of the thesis statement around.
Instead of
revealing everything up front and then explaining how
and why you know, this form poses a puzzle and seeks
a solution.

3.

The hook
This strategy is also known as the grabber or the angle.
It is intended to grab the reader's attention.
It is
the equivalent of the sensational headline or the flashy
magazine cover.
There are countless ways to hook a reader.
You can
start with a paradox, an idea that seems self-contra
dictory and therefore demands explanation:
"Americans
are getting more liberal and more conservative all the
time."
You can tease the reader with a promise of
excitement to come:
"No one noticed that the world
changed on August 7, 1984." You can drop into the
middle of things so he/she reads on to find out how
he/she got there (the Latin poets called this 'in
media res' which means beginning in the middle):
"President Reagan looked unamused as he wiped the pie
filling off his face."
You can hook a reader with
human interest, appealing to his/her innate willingness
to care for people:
"Stella Wilson listens to her
baby cry and wonders where the money to feed him will
come from."
♦Although hooks are good techniques because they are
clever and dramatic, it is important not to abuse them.
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Don't promise what you can't deliver.
You gain nothing
by hooking a reader only to leave him hanging at the
end .
4.

The narrative
Narrative openers work because they say "read me" and
because they get you to concretize and humanize right
at the beginning:
"In the middle of the worst depres
sion in our nation's history, one woman decided to leave
her comfortable home and head west, looking for a better
life."

A conclusion is the place your design has been taking you
all along.
If you ask a question, you're committed to giving
the reader an answer.
If you're writing a lab report, you're
committed to discussing the significance of what you learned.
If you begin with human interest, you're committed to return
ing to those people so the readers aren't wondering what happen
ed to them.
If you begin by saying there's a problem, you're
committed to telling your audience what should be done about it.
1. Some conclusions come to a place of emotional rest. In
The Writer's W a y , one essay described a favorite uncle in terms
of his love of hardware stores.
He had a huge workshop, but
he never made anything; he just loved buying and having tools.
Once you've said all that, how do you get out of the essay?
The
writer found an emotional resting place by suggesting that the
tradition is being handed down to the next generation:
Uncle Levon has introduced his son Robbie to the art
of tool appreciation.
The six-year-old already shows
symptoms of the disease.
He stands on a chair to
overlook his father's workbench and shows off to me
his father's new toys:
"This is a ripsaw and this is
a mitre saw."
2. Second, many conclusions come to a decision or answer
a question.
If you begin by addressing a problem, you naturally
end by deciding what's to be done about it.
If you begin by
asking a question, you end by answering it.
That's another
benefit to writing a strongly task-oriented opening:
It makes
your end-point obvious.
3. A third type of conclusion comes full circle and returns
to the essay's opening.
Hook introductions usually call for this,
and it's an advantage of the hook that it almost hands you this
concluding device.
A writer began a paper on a quiche restaruant by referring
to the author of the best seller Real Men Don't Eat Quiche, stat
ing "Bruce Feirstein had obviously not been to Quiche Heaven,"
and he returned to the joke in his concluding line:
"I don't
care what Bruce Feirstein thinks; he doesn't know what he's been
missing."
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If you begin with a narrative hook about someone, return
to that person:
"Perhaps if these changes are enacted, no
one will suffer again the way Alice suffered."
4.
Fourth, some conclusions consider the long run.
Sit
back and talk about the long-term, far-reaching implications
of the thesis or the matter you've discussed.
If you've argued
that women are getting more involved in physical fitness, talk
about the long-term implications for women's self-image, stand
ards of female attractiveness in our culture, and sexism.
If
you've surveyed recent advances in eye surgery, speculate on
where the science might be in twenty years.
5. Last, many conclusions have a punch line.
If no better
conclusion has come to you, you can usually end with your best
insight, your snappiest line.
An essay whose thesis was that
the author's best friend was the nicest, kindest, most wonder
ful person on the earth ended:
If I ever have a daughter. I'll wish for her to be
just like Suzy; but if she isn't that lucky, I hope
she has a best friend like the best friend I have.
The author could have used that line anywhere in the essay, but
she was wise enough to save it until the end.
Similarly, an
essay describing a poor quirky old man who lived alone among
hulks of dead refrigerators ended:
He has shirts of every description and a full
closet of the very short-legged, wide slacks that
you always see at the Salvation Army and wonder who
they could possibly fit.
They fit Andy.
(Rawlins,

1987, p. 142)

In Sequence (a book that discusses basic writing skills)
author Rory Stephens offers some other techniques for writ
ing introductions and conclusions.
All of the introductory
techniques are alternatives to using your thesis as your
opening line.
TECHNIQUES FOR WRITING INTRODUCTIONS
1.

Give the background of your subject.

Background information is anything about your subject
that the reader needs to know in order to understand your point
of view, or it may simply be a restatement of common knowledge
so that you and your reader begin by agreeing on something.
Background information can be either factual or historical.
The following introduction, for example, provides historical
background information.
The beginning of the American film industry also
marked the beginning of a particular type of film,
the western. Even before sound was introduced into
films, gunslingers shot it out with sheriffs on a
dusty street outside a saloon.
Half a century later,
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the western remains basically the same, popular
not only in the United States, but also all over
the world.
The reason for its long-lasting popu
larity is that the western is not just a popular
type of film--it is the American epic, the myth
ical story of the birth of a nation.
(The idea in the last sentence was the author's
thesis, which she developed in the body of the essay.)
2.

Show why your subject is important.

The reasoning behind this method is that if you can
convince your readers that your subject is one they should
be informed about, then they will want to read on.
Notice
how this introduction to an essay on laws restricting smoking
in public places plays up the significance of the topic:
Many of us tend to ignore the complaints of people
who don't smoke but who assert that their air is
being polluted by those around them who do smoke.
However, if you look at the increase in lung dis
eases among nonsmokers, the problem takes on the
magnitude of a life-and-death issue.
A recent
government study showed that nonsmokers who have
to share offices with smokers have a 50 percent
greater incidence of lung disease than people who
work in offices where smoking is prohibited.
Re
cently, several cities have passed ordinances rec
ognizing the nonsmoker's right to clean air, and I
believe that our city should do likewise.
(If this essay had begun with the last sentence,
which is its thesis, it's doubtful that the reader
would have had a great interest in reading it.)
3.

Briefly indicate how you will develop your thesis.

When you have already planned your essay, you can
use your introduction to present an overview of the parts of
your essay, as does this introduction to an essay comparing
the advantages and disadvantages of uniforms:
Americans are proud of their variety and individual
ity, yet they love and respect few things more than
a uniform, whether it be the uniform of an elevator
operator or the uniform of a general.
Uniforms have
advantages in that they look professional and offer
other practical benefits, but they have disadvantages
in that they lack variety or individuality and pose
some practical problems.
(This type of introduction rates high on clarity. It
lets the reader know what to expect in the rest of
the essay, and is particularly well suited for longer
essays and papers.)
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4.

Use a quotation.

A quotation is a good launching pad for your subject.
The quotation you select may be one that you agree with or
disagree with, as these introductions illustrate:
"The mail must go through."
During my Christmas
vacation, I worked at the post office, and I real
ized that the post office is so disorganized and
inefficient that it's a wonder the mail ever gets
through at all.
My mother has been saying to me for years, "Jane,
get an education.
No one can ever take that away
from you."
Now that I'm in college, I'm beginning
to understand what she meant.
Even though you can't
hold an education in your hands or deposit it in
your bank, it is valuable in every part of your life.
5.

Begin with an anecdote.

An anecdote is a very short story that makes a point.
Since anecdotes appeal to our love of stories, they are natural
interest-grabbers.
In fact, the anecdote is frequently used to
begin magazine stories or feature articles in newspapers, b e 
cause it gives readers the chance to be involved in the sub
ject immediately, as the following example shows:
She's 38 years old and lives in a middle-class sub
urb of Philadelphia.
She's a housewife with three
children of school age.
Her husband is a dentist.
About once a month, he comes home drunk and beats her
up.
She's been hospitalized once with a concussion
and broken ribs.
She's thought often of leaving her
husband, but has no place to turn to.
Even though
our society has begun to pay attention to the prob
lem of battered wives, little has been done to set up
shelters where women like this with no financial re
sources of their own can go with their children in
order to escape the pattern of their lives and start
thinking about building a new life.
6.

Ask a question.

A question immediately gets your readers' attention,
since questions demand answers, and giving an answer involves
readers in thinking about the subject at hand.
Your question
can be one you pose to yourself and the proceed to answer in
your essay.
For example, in an essay "Why I Want a Wife," the
author asked, "Why do I want a wife?" and then went on to an
swer that question.
Another technique is to pose a question
directly to the reader, as does the introduction to an essay
comparing the reactions of men and women to the end of a
love affair:
How do you feel when a love affair is ended?
Recent
ly, psychologists have been studying the reactions of
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people when "it's all over," and have discovered that
the reactions of men and women vary greatly.
7.

Contrast your idea with another idea.

This technique highlights your thesis by setting it
off against another point of view, as this example shows:
When Western women dress up and put on makeup,
they look beautiful.
But, in my opinion, Eastern
women are beautiful in a different way:
they look
most attractive when they are simply adorned and
wearing their ordinary dress.
8.

Begin with an interesting fact or a suprising stat
ist ic.

A beginning of this kind works like an appetizer,
awakening the reader's interest for what is to follow, as in
the following example:
Today, years after the beginning of the civil rights
movement, the average black high school graduate is
earning an average of $4,000 a year less than a white
high school graduate.
Even though it may appear that
the United States is trying to give blacks an equal
opportunity, these figures show that the most per
verse kind of oppression--economic oppression--still
exists.
(Stephens,

1986, p p . 331-334)

TECHNIQUES FOR WRITING CONCLUSIONS
1.

Use an appropriate transition word to start your
conclusion.

Words or phrases like therefore, in conclusion, and
in summary are natural choices for the beginning of a final
paragraph because they clearly signal that a conclusion is
coming.
Having begun in this way, you will tend to write
something that is appropriate for a conclusion:
Therefore, as you can see, it is their very simplic
ity and naivete that ensures the permanence of the
western film.
As in all epics, the basic plot re
mains simple--a conflict between good and evil--because only such "simple" plots can have the universal
appeal that is a prerequisite for an art form.
2.

Summarize your main points.

Summarizing is an effective way of tying together
the ideas that you expressed in your essay, and it is espec
ially suitable when you want your reader to be absolutely clear
about your main points.
An effective reorganization of the post office, then,
would have to include a decrease in the number of lowerlevel supervisors, an increase in dependence on sug-
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gestions from line workers on how to improve the
operations, and adequate training for all workers
in the use of new equipment.
Without these improve
ments, the cost of stamps will continue to go up,
and the quality of service will continue to decline.
(As you can see, this method is very similar to the
method for introductions in which you briefly indi
cate how you will develop your thesis.
Since you
are repeating points that you made earlier in your
essay, it's very important that you choose different
words to express the same idea.
Otherwise your con
clusion will seem repetitious.)
3.

State or restate your thesis.

Even if you have already stated your thesis in the
introduction, you might choose to repeat it in your conclu
sion (repeating the idea, but not using the same words) in
order to impress your point on your reader:
So, if you work on a job where you're required to
wear a uniform, whether you're a bank teller or a
waiter, you'll find that the uniform both simplifies
your life and complicates it at the same time.
4.

End with a quote.

This technique works equally well for conclusions and
introductions.
Choose a quotation that highlights your thesis,
as this one does:
A recent article on racism in this country said, "The
economic situations of blacks is not only a problem
for blacks; it is a problem for the entire working
class.
If one group within the working class can
be paid lower wages, then all workers can be paid
lower wages.
Economic racism is not "our" problem;
it is a problem for all workers."
5.

Speculate on the future.

If you're arguing that something is a problem or that
some action should be taken, predict what will happen if the
situation is ignored:
If our society continues to rely on the personal car,
then in a hundred years we may be forced to pay for
our short-sightedness as our energy reserves run out.
Unless we begin to build up our public transportation
systems, the horse may, through necessity, become the
energy solution of the next century.
6.

Call for action.

You can ask your audience to do something:
to think
about an issue more deeply or to try something new, or to take
some action, as this conclusion does:
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Old age is the one minority that all of us will even
tually belong to.
Support any legislation that allows
older people to live productive lives.
You'll be pro
viding for your own future if you do.
7.

Put your subject in a larger context.

Often, in your conclusion, you can make the reader see
the relation of the issue you are discussing to larger issues,
as in this conclusion to an essay on the rights of nonsmokers:
These new laws reflect an increasing awareness that
the traditional freedom of the individual must be
balanced by restraint of any individual actions that,
though not criminal, may be potentially harmful to
others.
8.

Frame your essay.

The introduction and the conclusion together "frame"
the body of your essay.
Sometimes your conclusion can echo
a note from your introduction, so that the two parts work as a
unit.
The following example demonstrates how the conclusion
can pick up a reference made in the introduction.
Introduction:
In Shakespeare's time, there was no one right way to
spell a word.
In fact, Shakespeare spelled his own
name at least three different ways.
Today, however,
our spelling system is very rigid, and recent attempts
at spelling reform by a major midwestern newspaper,
the Chicago Tribune, have been declared a failure.
Conc lusio n :
Probably if Shakespeare had had to cope with our
present rigid and inaccurate spelling system, he
would have given up writing in frustration.
Let's
hope that the Tribune's futile try at modernizing
our spelling is not the last attempt of its kind.
(Stephens,

1986, pp. 338-340)

ASSIGNMENTS:
Here are thesis statements for three different essays.
Write an introduction that could be used for each essay.
Use
a different method for each one. When you have finished, ex 
change papers with another student and see if your reader can
recognize the technique you used.
1. Thesis: Many industries are moving their factories
to the Sunbelt to take advantage of the cheaper labor costs in
that region.
2. Thesis: In many cities, tenants' rights leagues have
been very effective in protecting the rights of apartment dwell
ers.
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3.
Thesis; Computer games, once heavily criticized by
educators, are finding their way into the classroom, where they
are being used to motivate children and to individualize in
struct ion.
Ill.

Editing
You edit for content in two ways.
The first is to look
at what's in the first draft and ask yourself, "Does this
belong?"
The hard part is to ask yourself, "What i s n 1t
here that should be?"
You answer both questions in the
same way, by referring to your sense of audience and
purpose.
Editing is basically the process of asking yourself
questions:
Does this work?
Is that exactly what I
mean? What's missing? How could I say this better?
You can approach rewriting for content by thinking in
terms of questions that writers typically ask in common
writing situations.
The process of editing really begins when you write a
draft, knowing that you intend to make changes later.
Since you know you're going to go back and revise,you
needn't be concerned about whether each sentence is just
the way you like it.
Instead, in your first draft,
concentrate on getting your ideas down and on communicat
ing what you want to say.
If you can't think of a word
you want, just leave a blank or write down a substitute
temporarily, marking it with a question mark.
Since a draft is not a final copy, you may want to alter
your writing format:
for instance, if you write on every
other line instead of on every line, you will find it
easy to insert corrections, and if you write on only one
side of a page, you will be able to insert a new para
graph on the back of the page or to cut out a section and
move it to another part of your paper.
Neatness is not
a virtue in the early drafts of your essay; in fact, an
overly neat first draft suggests that no critical read
ing is being done.
When you've completed your first draft, the next step is
to go back and read it critically, looking for its
strengths and weaknesses and deciding what changes you
want to make.
At first, you'll probably find it diffi
cult to read your own material critically because this
kind of reading requires you to distance yourself from
your own words. There are several methods you can use
to attain this kind of detachment.
1.

You can read your draft out loud.
Some writers find that it helps to tape what they've
written and then play it back to themselves.
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2.

If time allows, let a first draft sit for several
days before you reread it .
The interval between writing and reading will make
your reading more objective--it will almost seem as
if you were reading someone else's writing instead
of your o w n .

3.

Ask someone to act as a critical reader for you.
(Stephens,

1986, p. 107)

Y o u ’ve reached a point where i t ’s time to have other
people read what you've written and make comments.
This proc
ess is called peer editing or feedback.
Taking criticism is
something very few writers do well, but it's a crucial step
in writing.
The Peer Response Report on page 46 is a form that I've
put together which I use in my writing classes.
Once the group
members have completed the report, they return it and the
draft to the proper person.
An additional writing tool that I've found to be very
beneficial for the students is the Revison Worksheet on page
47.
This worksheet has been copied with permission from
Toby Fulwiler, the director of writing at the University of
Vermont.
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PEER RESPONSE REPORT
Group Members:

___

__

Date:
Student Whose Work is Being Evaluated:
Writing Assignment:

___________ __________________ _____ ________

WRITE A BRIEF STATEMENT EVALUATING HOW EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
FEATURES IS HANDLED IN THE FOLLOWING ESSAY:
THESIS:

What is the thesis?
Is there one and only one?
everything in the draft contribute to it?

PURPOSE/AUDIENCE/TONE: Identify each of these.
force each other?

STRUCTURE :

Does

Do they rein

Are related bits together and in purposeful sequence

TRANSITION/CONTENT: Does the draft flow from one thing to the
next? Does the draft say everything it needs to say?

MECHANICS:

List the mechanical problems most commonly seen:
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REVISION WORKSHEET

Essay assignment;

____________________________________________

Author:

______________ _________________ _________ ____________

Critic ;

_________________ ________ __ _______________ ___________

Date:

_______________________

Revision is the process of looking over what you have written
and making substantial changes in such areas as organization,
voice, argument, thesis, evidence, etc.
Revision involves a
careful rethinking of purpose and a reconsideration of audience
Think about the following questions as you revise or help
another revise:
1.

Is the purpose of the writing clear in the first paragraph?
(If not, why not?)

2.

Can you identify the audience for whom this is written?
(Look for cues in the writing:
tone, style, word-choice,
etc.)

3.

How is the paper organized? (Look for a pattern here:
chronological, logical, compare/contrast, etc.)

4.

Is evidence used to support generalizations?
(Look for
examples, specific details, concrete description, etc.)

5.

Can you summarize the main point of the paper in a sentence
or two?
(Does the conclusion do this?
Should it?)
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Editing is a vital part of the writing process.
Many
potentially good writers do below-average work in their English
composition class because they fail to see the importance of
revising their papers.
Sometimes, of course, students know
they should rewrite, but they simply don't want to take the
time to do it. Quite often, however, the problem also stems
from a common misconception about the writing process.
When
students think of a professional writer, they frequently pic
ture a person who sits down with a notepad and immediately
produces a perfectly organized, perfectly worded, perfectly
punctuated manuscript--but nothing could be further from the
truth.
There is no single, rigid formula you must follow in re
vising your paper, but you should set up some systematic pro
cedure aimed at eliminating general weaknesses in structure
and content, eliminating specific errors in wording and punctu
ation, and improving the overall readability of your essay.
Asking yourself a series of questions is often the most effec
tive way of editing your paper.
As you look at the following
guidelines, you will realize that some of them are unfamiliar
to you.
Your teacher will explain these in more detail.
Considering Overall Structure and Conterrt
1.

Do I have a clear beginning, middle and end?

2.

Do I have an effective title?

3.

Do I have an interesting introduction?
Does it seize the
reader's attention and provide a smooth lead-in to my
controlling idea--my thesis statement?

4.

Do I have a clearly stated thesis?
for the scope of my essay?

5.

Do I have enough details to prove my point?

6.

Do I have an effective conclusion?
Does it leave the
reader's mind focused on the controlling idea and provide
a sense of completeness?

7.

Have I followed sound, logical reasoning?
Have I made any
sweeping generalizations or invalid assumptions or other
errors in judgment?

8.

Is the tone of my essay consistent from beginning to end?

9.

Have I omitted any important points or included any irrele
vant details?

Is it clever and informative

Is it specific enough

10. Does my essay say what I want it to say?
point?

Have I made my

(Donald,

1984, p. 17)
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Eliminating Specific Errors
Organization
1.

Is the structure of my essay clear? Have I chosen the most
effective method of development to illustrate my main idea?

2.

Is my essay balanced?
Is the introduction too long?
each body paragraph adequately developed?

3.

Do I have smooth transition between paragraphs?
paragraph lead logically to the next?

4.

Do I have clearly stated subtopics at the beginning of each
body paragraph?
Is each body paragraph unified and coher
ent ?

5.

Have I arranged my details in a logical, effective order?
Have I defined a concept before I've discussed it? Have
I placed my most important point last?

Is

Does each

Sentences
1.

Do I have enough sentences variety to keep the reader inter
ested?

2.

Do I maintain a consistent point of view from one sentence
to the next?
Do I make any unnecessary shifts in tense?
Do I shift from active to passive voice, from singular pro
noun to plural pronoun, from third person to second per
son, and so on?

3.

Have I used vivd, image-making language?
number of boring verbs?

4.

Do I have adequate transitions between sentences?
sentence clearly connected to the next?

5.

Do any of my sentences contain errors in subject-verb agree
ment or pronoun-antecedent agreement?

6.

Have I effectively positioned the ideas within my sentences
Are secondary ideas subordinated to main ideas? Are impor
tant ideas placed at the end of sentences or are they bur
ied in the middle?

7.

Have I used parallel wording to present a series of coord
inate words, phrases, or clauses?

8.

Have I clearly placed my modifiers next to the words they
modify?

9.

Have I made any incomplete, ambiguous, or illogical compar
isons?

Do I have a large
Is each

10. Does my essay read smoothly or do some of my paragraphs
contain awkward sentence structure? (Donald,
,
, .no„ p. 18
io
1984,
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Words
1.

Are my subjects, verbs, and modifiers clear and specific?

2.

Are my verbs vague and boring or explicit and expressive?

3.

Have I used an adjective where I should have used an ad
verb?

4.

Have I used any cliches?

5.

Did I include any slang expressions or glaring errors?

6.

Does my essay contain any needless words?
Have I used
three or four words to indirectly express something that
I could have directly stated in one well-chosen word?

7.

Have I shown the reader that I know when to use general
words and when to use specific words?

8.

Have I shown the reader that I know when to use abstract
words and when to use concrete words?

9.

Have I considered both the denotative and connotative
meaning of my words?

10.

In general, have I used the right word in the right place?

Improving Readability
1.

2.

Have I used punctuation to guide my reader from my intro
duction to my conclusion?
a.

Do I have any sentences separated with a comma instead
of a stronger mark of punctuation?

b.

Have I placed commas indiscriminately throughout my
essay?

c.

Have I checked every comma, semicolon, colon, and dash
to see if I've used them correctly?

d.

Have I used quotation marks to give authors credit for
their written or spoken words?
Have I placed titles
of magazine articles in quotation marks and underlined
titles of books and newspapers?

Have I checked carefully for misspelled words?
a.

Have I taken any shortcuts in spelling, such as 'thru'
and 'nite'?

b.

Have I misspelled look-alike or sound-alike words,
such as accept/except, affect/effect?

c.

Have I checked a dictionary for the spelling of any
word that I am the least bit unsure of?
(Donald,

1984, p. 19)
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Once you have edited your essay to the point where you
are satisfied that your paper says what you want it to say,
you are ready to write your final draft.
Then you must proof
read your final copy (preferably more than once).
If you are
typing your paper, or if someone else is typing it, you have
to check every single word in your paper for typographical
errors.
You can't blame a missing word or a misspelled word
on either the typewriter or the typist.
You are responsible
for the quality of your paper.
(Donald,

1984, p. 19)
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WRITING TOPICS

The purpose of the second part of this handbook is to
share with teachers numerous writing topics that are partic
ularly adaptable for journals and essays.

These topics are

a combination of those I've gathered through the years and
those that have been taken from various writing books.

Three

books that I have found to be especially beneficial and prac
tical are The Writer's Way by Jack Rawlins, Sequence by Rory
Stephens, and Models for Clear Writing by Robert Donald, Betty
Morrow, Lillian Wargetz and Kathleen Werner.
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MAKING WRITING ASSIGNMENTS:

TEN SUGGESTIONS

1.

Prepare a context for each assignment:
journal writing, etc.

2.

Try a process approach:
allow time for thinking,
ing, revising, editing and feedback.

3.

Ask students to write about what they know, not what you
already know.

4.

Put assignment directions in writing; explain your expec
tations clearly.

5.

Show models of student writing which successfully address
the assignment.

6.

Encourage peer group collaboration:
editing? publishing?

7.

Ask students to write for a variety of audiences:
friend, classmate, teacher, public.

8.

Assign several short papers in place of one long one.

9.

Write assignments yourself; watch how you do it; show
students the results.

10.

reading, discussion

research?

incubat

revising?
self,

Integrate writing into the daily activity of your class
room.
(Toby Fulwiler, University of Vermont)
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SUGGESTIONS FOR USING JOURNALS
(Copied with permission by Toby Fulwiler from the University
of Vermont)
What Is A_ Journal?
It is a place to.practice personal expressive writing; an individaul record of educational experience; a writing work
shop .
What Should I Write?
--personal reactions to class, students, teachers, schools
--informal notes, jottings, clippings, scraps of information
--explorations of ideas, theories, concepts, problems, paper
topics
--descriptions of events, places, people, objects
--records of thought, feelings, moods, experiences
--whatever you want to explore or remember
When Should I Write?
--three to four times a week
--early in the morning and late at night
--when you have problems to solve, decisions to make, con
fusions to clarify
--when you need to practice or try something out
How Should I Write?
--however you feel like it
--don't worry about formal language conventions
--take risks and explore your own voice
--freely
SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS;
1.

Purchase a small notebook, preferably looseleaf.

2.

Divide your notebook into two sections:
ACADEMIC (school
related entries) and PERSONAL (private reflections)

3.

Date each entry.

4.

Write long entries as often as possible to help develop
ideas fully.

5.

Make lots of entries; quantity is the best measure of a
good journal.

6.

Use a pen (pencils smear).

7.

Index at the end of the term:
include page numbers and
table of contents for significant entries.

8.

Plan to share the ACADEMIC section with the teacher, once
or twice during the term; delete sensitive or private en
tries before showing it to the teacher.
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W RITING TOPICS
The following topics work especially well as journal topics:
Write about an experience you have had or imagined.
Examine your beliefs and feelings and ask yourself these
questions:
What do I feel that others do not seem to understand?
What has been decisive in shaping my attitude?
How did I come to feel this way?
Why do I do things that others do not do?
Why don't I do things that others do?
Examine your memories:
was there a specific event that alter
ed your direction? Then think about incidents such as these:
A childhood illness or accident
A move to new surroundings or a return to old ones
An event that revealed something about yourself
An event that changed your mind about some "rule to live
by"
An event that changed your attitudes or your actions
Describe a time when you were laughed at.
Describe a time when you discovered something new about your
self .
Describe some disappointing moments
Describe some fulfilling moments
Describe someone close to you whon you have known since child
hood.
React to the following statements:
It reflected my friends and me . . .
It's a never-ending battle of pressures and difficulties
All the memories creep inside . . .
They expect too much from me . . .
They don't expect enough from me . . .
I fear . . .
It's different this time . . .
If I could just do it over again . . .
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WRITING TOPICS
Describe a conflict where you've been caught in the middle.
Would it have been easier to tell the truth?
Things you've changed your mind about as you've grown older
Describe the most influential person in your life.
Describe a place that has a personality.
Techniques you have used to drive people up the wall
What's

'important' to you?

Write your reactions to the following statements:
winning the game
a broken promise
a practical joke
the favorite child
learning a lesson
having the last word
becoming rich and famous
one last chance
playing second fiddle
a suspicion
your greatest fear
the funniest thing you ever did
gaining independence
visiting the past/future
determinat ion
clearing the air
the big storm
a conflict with authority
bending the rules
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WRITING TOPICS
Write your reactions to the following statements:
the real truth
a recurring dream
a moment out of step
an honest mistake
stick with it
setting a good/bad example
meeting an idol
something unexplainable
a cover-up
a second chance
a day that wouldn't end
an embarrassing experience
an ordinary day until
a turning point
your best vacation
the last laugh
talking about it
being a flirt
a Saturday afternoon
an approaching storm
Write some descriptive paragraphs based on the following
ideas:
the morning rain
a shopping center
an imaginary land
a sand castle
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WRITING TOPICS

Write some descriptive paragraphs based on the following ideas
an ant hill
a strange contest
your bedroom
riding on a roller coaster
a favorite article of clothing
yourself
a birds-eye view
a sunset on the lake
a secret spot
the unwelcome guest
the contents of a purse
a last straw
silence
a scene from history
floating on a cloud
the school cafeteria
a yesterday
Describe a person who:
gets homesick
does as he/she chooses
overcame a handicap
has an annoying habit
is enthusiastic
is clever
is dignified
is nervous
looks for short cuts
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WRITING TOPICS
Describe a person who:
is "cute"
has no friends
Define:
a genius
an average person
boredom
a liberal/conservative
the generation gap
sour grapes
friendship
justice
a hero
your values
success
Give reasons . . .
why you were born too late
how TV affects your life
how your room reflects your personality
why cramming for tests is not good
for family traditions
for or against letter grades
Persuade your audience that . . .
high school sports are (are not) over emphasized
school dress codes should (should not) be in effect
minors who commit crimes should (not) be treated as
adult criminals
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Suggest five specific details you might give if you v/ere try
ing to communicate a central impression of
fright
anger
surprise
joy
love
Explain the process of going from
a social drinker to an alcoholic
a rookie to a pro
a wife to a mother
single life to married life
boyhood to manhood
an idealist to a cynic
a rough idea to a finished "A" paper
a juvenile delinquent to a hardened criminal
an outsider to an insider
WTrite an essay in which you explain one of the following processes
how to overcome a phobia
how to learn from failure
how to tune out distractions
how to argue with a bigot
how to make a subject challenging
how to win over an enemy
how to look at yourself objectively
how to quit smoking
how to cope with peer pressure.
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Try to convince a group of executives from the American Tobac
co Company that smoking in public places should be prohibited.
Try to convince a conservative Roman Catholic cardinal that the
priesthood should be open to women.
Try to convince an auditorium full of college-bound high school
students that American colleges and universities should expel
students for cheating.
Try to convince a high school dropout who is making $50,000 a
year that education is important.
Try to convince your local bartender that, by law, bartenders
should be subject to legal action for serving drinks to some
one who is clearly intoxicated.
Write a descriptive essay about one of these places:
a high school auditorium on the opening night of a musical
an abandoned steel mill on a cold, blustery December morn
ing
a television studio five minutes before air time
a beachfront cottage on a soft, moonlit, midsummer evening
your bedroom the morning after your slumber party
a hospital on a Sunday morning
your kitchen shortly after Thanksgiving dinner
a church on a hot, humid Sunday morning during the sermon
an operating room at three a.m. during emergency surgery
a waterfront at dawn
Develop an illustrative essay by providing examples of your
experiences that relate to the following ideas:
Nothing is as easy as it looks.
When any mechanical contrivance fails, it will do so at the
most inconvenient possible time.
No one is listening until you make a mistake.
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Develop an illustrative essay by providing examples of your
experiences that relate to the following ideas:
You can fool all of the people some of the time, and some
of the people all of the time, but you can't fool MOM.
To err is human - to blame it on someone else is even more
human.
Experience is something you don't get until just after
you need i t .
No books are lost by lending except those you particular
ly wanted to keep.
Write descriptive paragraphs based on the following ideas:
The locker room ten minutes before a game
Your first-grade teacher
A store in your neighborhood
The house you vzould like to live in
The gymnasium the morning after prom
____________________

has the most interesting face you know.

_____ ___________ ___

is a disturbing place to visit.

Taking advantage of an unexpected opportunity
A time you sat in the car wondering if you would ever
get there
School means different things to different people.
Experience is a good teacher.
It is hard to value highly anything that comes too easily.
__ ______________ ____ is the most versatile person I know.
Write a description
(i.e. the cafeteria
season).
Limit the
details that appeal

of a particular place at a specific time
at noon; a department store at Christmas
description to 350 words and include
to at least three senses.

Describe an amusing childhood experience.
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Listed are five broad topic sentences.
Rewrite them narrowing
the topic so that it can be developed in a single paragraph.
Each can be narrowed by making it more specific.
In the first
sentence, for example, you would mention a specific area of
behavior where you think teenagers should have more freedom.
Teenagers should be allowed more freedom.
Team sports demand greater skill than individual sports do
Trips to historical places are interesting.
School is (or is not) challenging.
People are capable of showing cruelty to each other.
Each of the following sentences could act as a summary state
ment for a series of details.
Select one as a topic sentence
and write a paragraph where it appears at the end.
Thus through volunteer work, teenagers can show they have
a sense of responsibility.
For all those reasons, athletics are an important part of
the school program.
It proves that a sense of humor can help put problems in
perspective.
Again I was reminded that popular music does express some
emotions very well.
Choose one of the following topic sentences.
Begin the para
graph with a topic sentence and end it with a summarizing clin
cher sentence.
People shouldn't be afraid to make mistakes.
The problems of living in cities are becoming more numerou;
Ignorance is a breeding ground for fear.
Write a paragraph explaining how to do something.
Give precise
instructions and present the steps in chronological order.
Hew to get from school to your house
How to start a car
How to dive
How to tell a successful lie
How to annoy a substitute teacher
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Using an incident, develop one of the following topic sentences
in a brief paragraph.
Teachers often teach a good deal more than their subjects.
sometimes seems human.

(Name a pet.)

A football game on a rainy day is a miserable experience.
First impressions are frequently misleading.
Practice doesn't alvzays make perfect.
Write a brief paragraph giving reasons to support one of these
topic sentences.
Appearances are often deceiving.
_______

__

is (would be) a depressing place to live.

A woman should (should not) be elected President.
Write a paragraph developing one of the following topic sen
tences.
Present supporting details in the order of their im
portance, beginning with the least and ending with the most
important detail.
Put the topic sentence at the beginning of
the paragraph.
I like ________

__ movies best.

(Name the kind.)

I like _______ music best.
From the subjects below, select a pair to use as the basis for
a short paragraph of comparison or contrast. Jot down details
you want to include. Would it be more effective to create a
total impression of each subject being compared or to make a
point-by-point comparison between them?
You and your brother (sister)
Work and play
City life and country life
Watching T.V. and reading a book
Going somewhere with your parents and going somewhere with
your friends
Your personality and your good friend's personality
Two of your teachers
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Select a topic and use specific details to develop it into a
paragraph.
Wherever necessary, include transitional expressions
and pronouns to give the paragraph coherence.
Underline the
transitional expressions.
It is ridiculous to believe that
popular superstition).

_______

(name a

Carelessness often causes serious accidents.
Fads in children's toys quickly come and go.
By using similes, v/hat comparisons might give the reader a
vivid impression of each of these:
A baby learning to walk
The school yard a minute after the final bell rings before
vacat ion
A miser counting his money
Someone waking up from a nightmare
Your feelings during a most embarresssing moment
Describe a scene from a stationary vantage point (i.e. street
scene from a windovj; a farm from a fence gate).
At the begin
ning, indicate the position from which you're viewing the
scene.
Write a description from a moving vantage point (what you've
seen while walking or during a ride in a car, for example). Be
gin by establishing your general location and the fact that you
were moving.
Present sensory details in the order you encounter
them.
Write an essay on how you feel about your name.
You may choose
to write about your first name, your last name, or a nickname.
Include in your account:
How you feel about your name
How others feel about your name
How your name was chosen for you
Events that have happened as a result of your having the
name
Anything else that would help your readers understand why
you feel the way you do about your name
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Write about something that you used to think but then later
changed your mind about.
First explain what you used to think;
then explain why you changed your mind.
Finally, explain what
you believe now.
Answer the following questions in one sentence each, using paral
lei structures in your answers.
(These are good journal topics,
t o o .)
What are your favorite ways to relax?
What are your favorite possessions?
What are some habits other people have tha t irritate
What were you doing teri years ago?
What were some of your favorite toys as a child?
How would you describe your best friend?
What are some things that you would rather be doing right
now?
What is something you will never try, and what are the
reasons why you will never try it?
Television commercials often present stereotyped pictures of
different types of people, such as the elderly, blacks, house
wives, husbands, professional women, businessmen, blue-collar
workers, teenagers or children.
Imagine that your sociology
teacher has asked you to write a one-page report on one stereo
typed image projected by television commercials.
Pick one of
these types and observe how people of that type are portrayed
in commercials, taking notes as you watch.
Write in your jour
nal about what you observe and how you react to it.
Select one of the following questions and answer it.
Then write
an essay using your answer as the thesis of your essay.
Do you think the main oerson responsible for whether learn
ing occurs in a classroom is the teacher or the student?
Do you think participating in team sports teaches aggres
siveness and competitiveness, or do you think such partic
ipation teaches sportsmanship and cooperation?
Do you think learning occurs more readily when a person is
threatened with punishment or when a person is promised a
reward?
Read an article in a magazine on a subject that interests you
and state what you think the author's thesis was.
Explain why
you think so.
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Describe something you always wanted to do but never got to do.
Explain what circumstances prevented you from doing it, how you
feel about having missed the experience, and whether you feel
you will ever have that experience or not.
Describe one goal that you have for your life ten years from
now.
Explain it, and tell how it came to be a goal of yours.
What influences in your life, either people or events, caused
it to become a goal for you?
Write a story for young children--one that teaches a lesson you
think it is important for children to learn, such as "Don't
talk to strangers" or "Share with other children."
Use animals
as the main characters in your story.
Write a personal narrative using one of the following ideas:
Write about a time you discovered you or someone close
to you wasn't quite what you thought you were or she/he was.
Write about an experience where you had to deal with inj ust ice.
Write a character sketch about one of the following people:
A parent
A sibling
A good friend
A person who taught you something important
A person you were quite wrong about
The best or worst teacher you ever had
Someone you have worked for
Choose two of the following people and answer the cruestion, "What
one thing she/he said or verbal habit she/he has that best re
veals his/her personality?"
Quote the phrase; then write a
paragraph explaining how you see the phrase revealing the per
son behind it.
One of your parents
Your best friend
A coach
A current teacher
A classmate
A relative

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Restatement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to develop a writing proc
ess handbook for secondary English teachers.
Conclusions
According to James Miller, Jr.
covery.

(1972),

"Writing is dis

It is largely a process of choosing among alternatives

from the images and thoughts of the endless flow, and this
choosing is a matter of making up one's mind, and this making
up one's mind becomes in effect the making up of one's self."
It is the responsibility of the writing teacher to provide
students with as many positive experiences as possible that
will allow them to take part in this

'discovery.'

The more

that students are able to participate in this process, the
more able they will become in learning how to collect, connect,
and clarify their thoughts.

Recommendat ions
This writing process handbook is designed for secondary
English teachers who believe that students need to understand
and experience the steps of the writing process.

It is also

designed for those teachers who believe that students will be
come better writers by continually being exposed to good models
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of writing.
Additionally, this handbook could be used for in-service
training as well.

Any of the writing suggestions could easily

be taught and modelled for secondary English teachers.

These

writing ideas might also be useful when developing a curricu
lum guide for writing.

Hopefully, teachers will expand upon

some of these suggestions and continue to make writing a dis
covery process for students.
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